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Eb Glass commits to providing you with the finest quality
innovative smart electrochromic glass and film technologies.
Through our unique variety of switchable smart technologies,
we offer flexibility, privacy, versatility, class, and performance.
We built a strong reputation in the industry through our
dedication, innovation, quality, and customer care. Our
company works with leading brands that trust us for their
switchable smart privacy glass and smart film projects.



About Eb Glass
Who we are?

EB Glass is a leading manufacturer and supplier of
innovative switchable privacy glass and smart film
products. We offer extensive options for switchable
smart privacy glass and smart film to make our
environment comfortable, secure, private, and
energy-efficient.Our technology experts carefully
curate smart glass and film technology solutions
and embed them into raw materials to give you
products that  bridge the gap between your
everyday life and applied science. We are redefining
window treatments to meet the innovative
demands of the present and future.

Giving You High-Quality, Innovative
And Reliable Solutions

As an established switchable smart privacy glass and film
manufacturer, we offer high-quality, innovative, and reliable
technology solutions designed to give you instant control
over your privacy and environment. Switch your glass from
conventional glass to a piece of technology in just a flick. Our
solutions act as efficient and instant solutions that provide
assistance for your security, privacy, style, and energy
concerns.



Our Products
Toughened Switchable Smart Glass
Toughened switchable glass is a single toughened glazed
glass coasted with the PDLC layer, with various
thicknesses and colors for choice. It’s a most popular
switchable solution with cost-effective features, switched
clear to opaque on demand. It is ideal for for windows,
doors, partitions, and projection screen.

Laminated Switchable Smart Glass
Laminated Switchable Smart Glass incorporating with
switchable glass technology is a versatile solution. It may
be employed in partitions, windows, skylights, doors,
and even function a wonderful HD projection screen.

Switchable Smart Glass Double
Glazing
Insulated Switchable Smart Glass is a kind of double
glazed units(DGUs) incorporating switchable glass
technology which is an energy-efficient solution. It is
ideally applied for architect and interior design.



Self-Adhesive Switchable Film

The self-adhesive smart film is an innovative product
based on PDLC technology, with a simple switch, the film
transferring from clear(transparent) to frosted (opaque).
It is manufactured with a static cling layer, peel, and
stick, which is easy to install on any window and doors.
No specialist installation equipment is required.
Providing privacy and security for windows and glass, it
is often used as an electric blind.

Our Products

Lamination Switchable Film

Switchable Smart Film for lamination (also referred as
Non-Adhesive switchable smart film) is mainly used for
manufacturing switchable glass,  also can be stick on any
existing glass with special glue.



Our Products
Switchable Smart Glass Projection
Screen
Switchable glass equipped with a projector, will not be
just a glass, but a projection screen to provide video
image on your glass wall. Dim or switch the glass to
frosting state, turn on the projector. That's how a
switchable smart glass projection screen is connected.

Automotive Switchable Smart Glass
With Excellent characteristics, the switchable glass is
widely used for automotive. Application position: Side
glass, Rear windshield and Sunroof

Curved Switchable Smart Glass
Curved switchable smart glass is a way to enhance a
feature space. Its gentle curvature is pleasing to the eye
and attracts you. It is ideal for wet space, shower room,
hospital, meeting room, and many other places



Our Products
Colored Switchable Glass

Switchable glass Colors contain and are not limited to
white, green, blue, bronze, pink, gray, black. Many more
colors keep coming to meet your project challenge. The
colored switchable glass is available for all smart glass
products.It brings a great visual feast.

Irregular Shape Switchable Glass

To meet the bespoke manufacturing feature, the
switchable smart glass can be made into various shapes.
Besides the rectangular shape, the smart glass also can
be made into the shape like circle, triangle, trapezium,
oval, polygon and many irregular shapes to meet the
challenge of each project.



Application

Windows And Doors Bathroom And Shower

Meeting Room Glass Partitions



Application

Furniture Projection Screen

Skylight Bifold Doors



Market Sector

Advertisement Automotive

Residential Healthcare



Market Sector

Hospitality Corporate

Interior Design Marine



Market Sector

Commercial Education

Retail Luxury
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